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Architected materials or metamaterials have proved to be a
very effective way of making materials with unusual mechanical
properties. For example, by designing the mesoscale geome-
try of architected materials, it is possible to obtain extremely
high stiffness-to-weight ratio or unusual Poisson’s ratio. However,
much of this work has focused on designing properties like stiff-
ness and density, and much remains unknown about the critical
load to failure. This is the focus of the current work. We show that
the addition of local internal prestress in selected regions of archi-
tected materials enables the design of materials where the critical
load to failure can be optimized independently from the density
and/or quasistatic stiffness. We propose a method to optimize the
specific load to failure and specific stiffness using sensitivity anal-
ysis and derive the maximum bounds on the attainable properties.
We demonstrate the method in a 2D triangular lattice and a 3D
octahedral truss, showing excellent agreement between experi-
mental and theoretical results. The method can be used to design
materials with predetermined fracture load, failure location, and
fracture paths.
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I t has long been understood that material microstructure or
microgeometry affects its overall or engineering property, and

this has been exploited in composite materials, sandwich struc-
tures, and cellular materials (1–3). There are well-established
engineering approaches (4) and rigorous mathematical results
(2, 5) that have studied the problem of finding bounds on
mechanical properties and identifying optimal microstructures
that attain them. However, until recently, the ability to fabricate
materials with controlled microgeometry was limited. The advent
of 3D printing and similar approaches of materials synthesis with
highly controlled geometries have overcome this limitation (6)
and opened the doors for engineering architected materials or
metamaterials with unusual mechanical properties (7, 8).

A topic that has received particular attention is designing
and synthesizing materials that maximize stiffness for a given
density (9–20). A recent result demonstrated that it is possible
to approach the Hashin–Shtrikhman bounds with a single-scale
architected material (7), although hierarchical structures were
known earlier (21). Another topic that has received much atten-
tion is the development of architected materials with unusual
(negative) Poisson’s ratio (22–24). Note that both of these prop-
erties concern aspects of the overall linear elastic modulus.
Indeed, Milton and Cherkaev (25) have studied all possible
elastic moduli that can be attained by lattices, and identified a
pentamode material.

Still, much remains unknown about failure for many reasons.
Failure depends on the local state of stress and is therefore dif-
ficult to characterize from a theoretical point of view. Further,
failure is sensitive to defects and imperfections. Finally, there
are no general bounds on failure. However, failure is critically
important from the point of view of application. Typically, the
critical load to failure increases with stiffness, and this leaves a
gaping hole in the space of possible material properties as shown
in Fig. 1A. Fig. 1 shows the specific stiffness and specific failure

load of various materials systems; note that there are no mate-
rials that have high specific load to failure but limited stiffness
indicated by the dashed ellipse.

In this work, we show using trusses that this gap can be bridged.
In particular, we show that the critical load to failure in a truss
can be varied within a range while holding the stiffness and den-
sity fixed. We do so by exploiting states of self-stress in a truss.
A truss is a structure made of elongated members or bars joined
together at nodes that can transmit force but not moments.
Depending on the topology of a truss, it may have mechanisms
whereby some nodes are free to move or it can support states of
self-stress. Fig. 1B shows an octet truss with self-stress—the bars
in blue are in compression while the bars in red are in tension.
We show that states of self-stress can be exploited to increase the
critical load to failure. We then derive bounds on the range of spe-
cific (per unit relative density) stiffness and specific load to failure.
Here, the relative density of a truss is defined by the ratio of den-
sity of the lattice to the density of the material from which it is
constructed. We validate the results from numerical simulations
using experiments in both two- and three-dimensions.

Our work is related to other ideas in the literature. Paulouse
et al. (26) showed using the 3D version of a Kagome lattice that
they can control the nonlinear mechanical response by selectively
activating buckling modes using states of self-stress. Our focus
here is on tensile fracture rather than compressive buckling.
Mishuris and Slepyan (27) showed that the peak stress in a self-
equilibrated 1D chain of stretched and compressed bonds can be
controlled by varying the internal stresses. Our idea is similar,
but addresses higher dimensions. Rao et al. (28) proposed the
idea of using residual stresses, to delay failure in composites and
ceramics. We apply a similar concept to architected materials.

Optimization of Specific Failure Load and Specific Stiffness
A pin-jointed truss is a structure made of linear bars that carry
uniaxial (tensile or compressive) force held together by joints
that transmit force but no moment. The truss is called statically
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Fig. 1. (A) Material selection chart of specific modulus (ratio of Young’s modulus of elasticity E to density ρ) versus specific strength (ratio of stress at failure
σf to ρ) for different materials/structures according to data obtained from ref. 29. (B) Example of an internally stressed octet truss with 2 unit cells (darker
gray members and colored bars). Red and blue elements illustrate the distribution of a state of self-stress.

determinate if the force in each bar can be calculated only
from static equilibrium equations given the external loads. If
there are too many bars such that the equilibrium conditions
are insufficient to determine the forces in the members, the
truss is statically indeterminate. Such a structure can be inter-
nally stressed, even when there are no external loads. An analysis
going back to Maxwell (30) and subsequently generalized (31)
shows that

b−nd +3(d − 1)= s −m, [1]

where b is the number of bars, n the number of joints, d
the dimension (2 or 3), s the number of linearly independent
(modes) of self-stress, and m the number of independent mech-
anisms. In a self-stressed system, some members are in tension
while others are in compression, but the whole structure is

in equilibrium without any external loads. In our analysis, we
consider a statically indeterminate truss with s states of self-
stress. We define s jα the stress in the αth bar due to the j th
state of self-stress, α=1, . . . , b, j =1, . . . , s . So the stress in the
αth bar is

∑
j λj s

j
α, where λj is the intensity of the j th state

of self-stress.
In designing architected materials, the octet truss has played a

predominant role among space-filling structures, since it exhibits
high stiffness and strength that scale linearly with its relative den-
sity (at low relative densities). Also, the structure has a nodal
connectivity of 12, making it highly indeterminate with a stretch-
dominated mechanical response (32). These properties make it
a prime example for our analysis. We study the octahedral truss
with 6 unit cells and 9 states of self-stress (Fig. 2A) and the octet
truss with 2 unit cells and 5 states of self-stress (Figs. 1B and 2
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Fig. 2. (A) Octahedral truss loaded along a single mode, in which failure occurs in a bar in green. (B and C) Octet truss loaded along a single mode and 2
modes, respectively, where any bar can fail in tension. (D) Construction of bounds on specific (per unit relative density) failure load and specific stiffness for
the octahedral truss with varying cross-sectional areas alone. (E) Table indicating parameters of optimization for both trusses. smax represents the maximum
allowed magnitude of prestress in a bar. amax and amin are the maximum and minimum values aα can take. (F and G) Calculated bounds on attainable
specific load to failure and specific stiffness, for the octahedral truss and octet truss loaded along a single mode. The dashed line indicates the specific
stiffness of the octahedral truss experimentally tested. (H) Variation of maximum value of weighted specific failure load with weight associated to mode 1,
for the octet truss with 2 symmetric loading modes.

B and C). The octahedral truss considered is still a portion of a
larger octet truss, with several unit cells stacked together in all 3
dimensions.

Now suppose the truss is subjected to a particular mode of
loading (e.g., Fig. 2A) with an applied force T. We solve the equa-
tions of equilibrium as described in SI Appendix, and obtain the
force carried by the αth bar to be Tfα, where fα is a dimen-
sionless quantity depending on the topology of the truss. The

total force in this bar is Tfα+
∑

j λjAαs
j
α, where Aα is the

cross-sectional area of the αth bar. The whole structure is safe
if this force does not exceed the positive critical failure load
in tension (e.g., yielding or fracture) F

cr(1)
α =Aασ

cr(1)
α and does

not drop below the negative critical failure load in compression
(e.g., buckling) F

cr(2)
α =Aασ

cr(2)
α , in that bar. It follows that the

failure load—the applied load at which any bar fails—is given by

Injeti et al. PNAS Latest Articles | 3 of 6
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Tcr =min
i∈φ

{
A min
β∈β(i)

aβ
σ

cr(i)
β −

∑
j λj s

j
β

fβ

}
, [2]

where φ= {1, 2}, β(1) = {β : fβ > 0}, and β(2) = {β : fβ < 0}.
We denote Aα=Aaα for some nondimensional area ratio aα.
Further, the stiffness/modulus of the structure is given by

M =
A∑
α

lαf 2α
Eaα

, [3]

where lα is the length of the αth bar and E the elastic modulus
of the solid material.

It is possible to show that the relative density, ρ of a truss with
fixed length of the bars scales as A, as long as

∑
α aα= b so that

ρ=Aρo , where ρo depends on the truss geometry and length of
a bar. In particular, if all of the bars are uniform (with length l

and cross-sectional area A), the relative density is 6
√
2A
l2

(7 A√
2l2

)
for the octet (octahedral) truss in Fig. 2.

Therefore, we obtain the expressions for the specific failure
load (ratio of failure load to relative density) and specific stiffness
(ratio of stiffness to relative density) as

T cr =min
i∈φ

{
min
β∈β(i)

aβ
ρo

σ
cr(i)
β −

∑
j λj s

j
β

fβ

}
, [4]

M =
1

ρo

1∑
α

lf 2α
Eaα

. [5]

Previous work has considered optimizing and bounding the
specific stiffness M by varying the nondimensional cross-
sectional areas aα subject to the constraint

∑
α aα= b. In this

work, we focus on a combination of the specific stiffness M
and specific failure load T cr, while varying nondimensional area
aα (

∑
aα= b) and prestress λj . A difficulty in doing so is

that the specific failure load is itself defined through a varia-
tional principle—this makes the usual approaches to optimiza-
tion which requires the computation of the sensitivity difficult.
Therefore, we approximate it as

T cr≈

∑
i∈φ

 ∑
β∈β(i)

(
aβ
ρo

σ
cr(i)
β −

∑
j λj s

j
β

fβ

)−p
−1/p

, [6]

for p large enough (we take p = 5 in our calculations).
In the rest of this section, we find bounds on all possible values

of T cr,M that can be obtained by changing aα,λj consider-
ing failure of a bar in tension alone, i.e., φ=1. However, it is
straightforward to extend the analysis to include bars failing due
to compressive stresses using Eq. 6 with φ= {1, 2}. Given any
γ1 and γ2, we maximize the objective functionO= γ1T cr + γ2M
to find Omax using established methods (we find the sensitivity
using the adjoint method and avoid local minima by taking mul-
tiple initial guesses; details in SI Appendix). It then follows that
for any given {aα,λj}, γ1T cr(aα,λj )+ γ2M (aα,λj ) lies in the
half plane γ1T cr + γ2M ≤Omax. The intersection of all such half
planes (for all values of γ1, γ2) defines an outer bound on all pos-
sible values of T cr(aα,λj ),M (aα,λj ). This construction is shown
in Fig. 2D, using the constraints on design mentioned in Fig. 2E.
It is an outer bound because all attainable values lie in the set,
but it is not guaranteed by the argument above that all points
inside the set are feasible. However, the points on the boundary
that correspond to unique points where the tangent touches the
set are in fact feasible; i.e., it is possible to find the distribution of
nondimensional areas aα and intensities of states of self-stress λj

that result in specific failure load and specific stiffness indicated
by these points. This is important because extremal properties
are likely to occur at such points.

Our analysis shows that it is possible to significantly expand
the attainable specific failure load and specific stiffness values in
trusses, by varying the nondimensional areas and prestress of the
bars (Fig. 2 F and G). The points marked in black in Fig. 2 F and
G indicate the specific failure load and specific stiffness for a uni-
form truss with no prestress. The yellow region (line in the case
of the octet truss) gives bounds on all possible values of specific
failure load and specific stiffness that can be obtained by varying
the nondimensional areas while keeping the prestress uniformly
zero (i.e., varying aα subject to the constraint

∑
α aα= b with

λj = 0). The blue region gives bounds on all possible values of
specific failure load and specific stiffness that can be obtained
by varying both nondimensional areas and prestress (i.e.,
varying aα subject to the constraint

∑
α aα= b and λj ). Here,

the prestress does not affect the range of specific stiffness that
the truss can attain. Instead, internal stresses can significantly
increase the specific failure load. By varying the distributions
of nondimensional areas and prestress, one can increase the
specific stiffness of the octet truss by a factor of 2 and simulta-
neously increase its specific failure load by a factor of 3, within
the constraints of design mentioned in Fig. 2E.

Finally, we study the case in which an octet truss is loaded
in multiple modes (Fig. 2C). In such situations, it is natu-
ral to seek the Pareto optimal, or the envelope of optimal
values, for various weights of the different loading modes. Con-
sider r loading modes and suppose we assign weights/intensities
wi , i =1, . . . r ,wi > 0,

∑
wi =1 for the different modes. Then,

the formulas above for failure of a bar in tension are easily
generalized as

T cr =
∑
i

wi min
{β: fi,β>0}

aβ
ρo

σcr
β −

∑
j λj s

j
β

fi,β
, [7]

M =
∑
i

wi

ρo

1∑
α

lf 2i,α
Eaα

, [8]

where σcr
β =σ

cr(1)
β . We find the Pareto optimal by consider-

ing all possible weights. Fig. 2H shows representative results
for the octet truss for a combination of 2 modes of loading
shown in Fig. 2C.

In this section, we calculated bounds on attainable specific
failure load and specific stiffness. However, to design a truss
with a particular property within these bounds, one can mini-
mize a norm of the difference between Eq. 4 or Eq. 5 and the
required property using a sensitivity analysis similar to the one
described in SI Appendix. We would then arrive at distributions
aα and λj that result in specific failure load/stiffness close to
or at the desired value. For a truss with a given relative den-
sity ρ and nondimensional area distribution aα, the distribution
of cross-sectional areas of bars can be calculated as Aα=Aaα,
where ρ=Aρo .

We note that this previous analysis concerns ideal truss-like
structures and thus applies to lattices at low relative densities
(33–35). Since lattice structures are to be used for lightweight
structures, the low relative densities are of substantial interest.
Further, while additional issues arise at higher relative densi-
ties, the basic principle of using prestress to optimize failure load
remains valid even though the formulation requires refinement
as the members can support moments.

Experimental Results
To demonstrate the principles described above, we first choose
a triangular lattice (Fig. 3A), which is part of a planar section of
the octet truss with several unit cells stacked along 2 directions.
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This geometry is statically indeterminate with 3 states of self-
stress. We then validate the model in 3 dimensions, using an
octahedral truss, with 9 states of self-stress (Fig. 3B). Since
prior work has studied stiffness in detail (20), here we focus on
maximizing the failure load with respect to the distribution of
internal stress λj for a given distribution of area aα and rel-
ative density ρ. Internal stress distributions as a result of this
optimization (see algorithm in SI Appendix) are qualitatively
indicated on samples in Fig. 3 A and B. The bars in red are in
tension while those in blue are under compression. The octa-
hedral truss considered here has a specific stiffness value and
maximized specific failure load that lie on the dashed line indi-
cated in Fig. 2F. The specimens are fabricated using a Stratasys
Connex500 multimaterial 3D printer, with the bars made of
DM8530-GREY60 material with tapered cross-sections at the
joints that are then reinforced with a much softer TangoBlack-
Plus (TB) (36). This ensures that the assumption of ideal pin-
jointed structures remains valid, even though the relative density
of the octahedral truss is 5.7%, which may be close to the limit
of validity for unmodified lattices (33–35). The length of each
bar is 40 mm.

Any statically indeterminate structure can be internally pre-
stressed to a desired distribution, by inducing local prestrain in

selected bars. This is possible because the principle of superposi-
tion applies in the limit of small deformations. In our examples,
we introduce local precompression in 3 of the bars in the tri-
angular lattice and in 4 bars of the octahedral truss. These bars
(indicated by green arrowheads in Fig. 3 A and B) are ini-
tially precompressed, but are then subjected to tensile stresses
when the truss is loaded. The magnitude of the local precom-
pression on these bars is determined using superposition, so
that the final stress state of the lattices matches the desired
distribution of self-stress, obtained from numerical simulations
(SI Appendix).

To emulate the effect of local precompression, we introduce
hinge mechanisms in the center of these bars, allowing them to
buckle slightly and remain unstressed before loading is applied.
We call such bars the slack bars (Fig. 3C). The amount of slack in
each mechanism is designed to match the displacement needed
for its locally precompressed bar to reach zero stress. Hence, as
the structure is loaded, the tensile displacements in the mecha-
nism compensate the slack, eventually engaging the pins in each
hinge. From this point onward, the stress state of the truss is
identical to that expected from the desired prestressed structure
under the same load. We verify this experimentally by ensuring
that the global effective stiffness of the structures tested matches
the expected values. In control experiments, we introduce hinges
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Fig. 3. (A and B) Experimental results from tensile tests on the triangular lattice and octahedral truss, respectively. The solid line indicates the data for a
particular specimen, while the shaded area indicates all test data. (C) Close-up of the hinge that enables the slack bar—note that the position of the pin
is changed. (D and E) The failure load and stiffness—both experimental and theoretical—for the specimens with and without prestress for the triangular
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with no slack, to test failure of structures with no initial prestress.
Importantly, the hinge mechanisms also act as defects in the bars
and localize failure due to tensile stresses away from the joints of
the truss, at a fixed load level.

The lattices are tested in an Instron testing machine, oper-
ated in displacement control. The results of the tensile tests,
performed to failure for both the triangular lattice (Fig. 3A)
and the octahedral truss (Fig. 3B), show a significant difference
between the samples with and without slack in the hinge mech-
anisms. The resulting stiffness and failure load are compared
to the theoretically predicted values (Fig. 3 D and E), showing
excellent agreement. To obtain the theoretical values, individual
bars are fabricated using the same method and tested in tension
at the same strain rate. We obtain a linear stiffness of 115.28 ±
1.91 N/mm and 21.12 ± 0.64 N/mm for the regular and the slack
bar, respectively, and the maximum load to failure in the slack
bar is 15.12 ± 1.56 N.

We obtain a 2-fold increase (107.21% for the triangular
lattice and 127.44% for the octahedral truss) in the specific
failure load of the prestressed structures, compared to the
structures with no prestress. However, the stiffness of the struc-
tures with and without prestress remains almost constant, as
intended. Consequently there is a 4-fold increase in the work
of fracture.

Discussion
Our analysis expresses failure load of architected materials in
terms of geometrical parameters that can be used in design. This
approach decouples stiffness from strength and allows the cal-
culation of global optima using sensitivity analysis. As stiffness
and failure load scale linearly with density, for stretch-dominated
structures at low relative densities, the approach can be used to
design arbitrarily lightweight structures. We show that the design
bounds can be reached in truss-like structures, introducing

internal stresses and varying the distribution of cross-sectional
areas within the structures. We demonstrate this technique on
the octet and octahedral trusses. While these are relatively sim-
ple examples, they illustrate the principle. The formulas and
the methods presented are applicable to trusses of arbitrary
complexity.

The analysis and approach can be generalized in multiple
ways. First, for lattices with higher relative density, the analy-
sis has to take into account the bending and the shear forces.
While the principle of using prestress remains valid, Eqs. 2–8
need to be refined. Second, our analysis uses first failure as our
failure criterion. This is of interest in application due to reliability
concerns. However, there are situations where one may use the
failure of the entire structure as the failure criterion. This may
lead to degeneracies and one may have to optimize over all possi-
ble failure sequences. Third, the proposed design approach could
be further extended, to include more complicated loading con-
ditions (e.g., complex loading histories or dynamic solicitations)
and expand materials’ functionalities. For example, engineer-
ing prestress can be used to improve impact energy absorption
and failure of architected foams. The addition of prestresses can
also be an important tool to engineer large shape changes in
materials (37). Finally, internally stressed structures can be stud-
ied to create predetermined failure paths in a structure, which
can be useful to prolong the life of a product.

Data Availability. All data needed to evaluate the conclusions in
this paper are available in the main text or in SI Appendix.
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